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Abstract 
Mourrain, B., Computable identities in the algebra of formal matrices, Theoretical Computer 
Science 98 (1992) 115-133. 
In this paper, we want to give an explicit description of identities satisfied by matrices n x n over 
a field k of characteristic 0, in order to be able to compute with formal matrices (“forgetting” their 
representations with coefficients). We introduce a universal free algebra, where all formal manipula- 
tions are made. Using classical properties of identities in an algebra with trace, we reduce our 
problem to the study of identities among multilinear traces. These are closely linked with the action 
of the algebra of the symmetric group k[S,] on the mth tensor product of E= k”. By proving 
a theorem about the kernel of this action and its effective version, we can decompose all identities of 
matrices in an explicit way as linear combinations, substitutions, products or traces of the well- 
known Cayley-Hamilton identity. This leads to an algorithm of reduction to a canonical form, 
module the ideal of identities of matrices, in the free algebra. Moreover, this set of identities is in fact 
a prime ideal and a natural extension of the quotient by this ideal gives us a skew field, which is also 
the fraction ring of the algebra of generic matrices. 
1. The matrices and their identities 
In this article, we present a method which deals with matrices as variables and reduces 
a noncommutative polynomial in these variables, with products of traces as coefficients, 
to a canonical form, modulo the ideal of identities of matrices. A paper of Procesi [S] 
handles this problem in the case of 2 x 2 matrices. Here, we want to give an effective 
version of a structure theorem for this ideal of identities [7,9]. The links with a theorem in 
the algebra of the symmetric group will be used, after one has reduced the problem to the 
case of identities among multilinear traces. But first, let us define the working environment. 
1.1. Notations 
The free algebra of noncommutative variables 
Let k be a field. We are going to build a formal k-algebra which will be associative, 
unitary and with a linear application called “trace”, so that it looks like an algebra of 
matrices. 
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Givenaset oflettersX={X,,X,,...}, we look at the set X* of words made with 
X (free monoid with base X). The empty word is noted I and X+ =X*\(I). 
On this monoid X*, we can take the following equivalence relation ‘$3: Let m,, mz be 
two elements of X*. We say that m, ‘93 mz iff the words m, and m2 have the same length 
and there exists a circular permutation of the letters which transform ml in m2. 
We note the quotient of X* by the relation 7(X*)=X*/%. The class of an element 
m=X. ,I . ..Xi. of X* is denoted as T(Xi, . . . Xi,). Especially, I is alone in its class, 
T(I)= {I). 
We denote Tx = k[ T(X*)], the free associative commutative k-algebra generated 
by all the elements of T(X*), i.e. the commutative polynomials in variables 
T(Xi,... Xik)E T(X*) (“polynomials in trace”). 
Now consider the noncommutative, associative, unitary, free k-algebra gener- 
ated by X=(X1,X2,... } denoted as k(X) (that is, the set of functions with finite 
support from X* to k). (The element I is the unit of this algebra). We take 
TX(X) = Tx @k k (X) (scalars are just extended to Tx). An element of Tx (X) is of the 
form 
(il F til,....i,Xi,...Xi~+toI with til,...,i,, ~o~Tx. 
. .,i,) 
Playing with words, we consider T as a projection from X* to TX. It extends 
canonically to the T,-module Tx(X) as a linear application in the following way: 
T:Tx(X)+Tx, 
C ti, ,..., i,.Xi,,..*,Xis+toIH C ti, ,,,,, i,T(Xi,...Xi,)+to T(1). 
(il,...,i,) (il,...,i,) 
This application is called “universal trace”, which, as the usual trace of matrices, is 
invariant under circular permutation in products. 
Definitions: For all word m of X*, we define the partial degree in Xi (deg,,), as the 
number of times Xi occurs in m. The total degree is the length of the word. We take 
degxi(I) = deg(I)=O. The same definitions apply to elements in T(X*)=X*/% (it is 
independent of the order). 
The partial (total) degree of t.mETx(X) is the sum of the partial (total) degree of 
t and m (it is also the maximal power of ;1 that appears when we replace a variable (all 
variables) Xi by AXi). More generally, the degree of an element of Tx(X) is the 
maximal degree of the terms it contains. 
The identities 
In order to study the identities satisfied by elements of M,(k) we substitute the 
formal arguments X1, X2, . . . by generic matrices U1, U2, . . . . where 
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(u~,j being independent variables on k). We define the substitution y from X* to 
M,(k[uf,j])byy(Xi,...Xi,)=Ui,... fJi* and y(I) = I,. Of course, taking the trace Tr of 
M,(k), the application Tr 0 y is invariant under circular permutations in X*, so that it 
factors through T(X*). We denote by yT this application from T(X*) to k[ai,j]. By 
construction, we have yr 0 T= Tr 0 y. 
We take for yx the natural extension yT 0 y of this substitution on TX(X) given by 
Yx:Tx<X>~M”(kCuf,jl), 
(il c ~ci~,...,i~Xi~~~~Xi~+cOIH~i~ C,i~,ti,....,i,(Ll)ui,...i.+tO(~)l.. 
, . ,Is 
By t(u), we mean y=(t). 
The kernels of these two substitutions are the sets of identities in TX(X) (respec- 
tively in T) (denoted by Ix,n (respectively, by TxJ). They are characterized by the 
following properties: 
P(X1, . . . . X,)E& (respectively, Tx,J 
yx(P) = 0 (respectively, y,(P) = 0) 
p(CU~j19 ...,C”f,jl)=o 
VA 1, . . . . A,EM,(k), P(AI, . . . . A,)=0 
P is an identity in variables Xi, XZ, . . ..X. of M,(k); 
notation: P E O[M,(k)]. 
We call T,(U) the image of TX(X) by yx and TLr those of TX. So, we can sum up 
the situation by the following commutative diagram: 
0 - Ix,n - TX(X) 3 T,(U) -0, 
I T I T I Tr 
YT 
0- Txn - TX - TU - 0. 
What we want to do here is to give a good description of the kernel and image of 
these two maps. 
1.2. Basic properties 
In this section, we assume that the characteristic k is 0 and present basic properties 
of the identities of M,,(k). In fact, what follows is also true for any k-algebra M,(k) 
which satisfies polynomial identities (polynomial in X which vanishes when we 
replace the variables by any elements of M,(k); see [2]). 
Ix,n (TX,,) is stable by substitutions: Let P(X1, . . ..X.) belong to TX(X) (Tx). 
Then P(X, , . . . . X,)=O[M,(k)] implies that for all Q1, . . . . Qs in Tx(X), 
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p(Q,, . . ..Q.)=OCWk)l. (BY p(Q,> . ..>QJ. we mean substitutions in TX(X) of 
variables X i, . . . . X, by elements Qi, . . . . Q,ET~(X).) 
Ix,~ (Tx,J is homogeneous in each oariable: Let P(X,, . . ,X,) belong to Ix,” (fx,J of 
degree d, in X1 and t be a scalar in k, then 
P(tX,,X, ,...) X,)=P,(X, ,..., X,)+tP,(X, ,..., X,)+.. 
+td’Pdl(&,& ,..., x,). 
Taking many distinct values of t in k and inverting the resulting Van der Monde 
system, we see that each Pj is in I X,n (Tx,~). This can be repeated with each variable 
x x,. 2, ..., 
IX,, (TX,,) is stable by polarization: Let P(X1, . . . . X,) belong to Ix,n (TX,,) homo- 
geneous and of degree d1 in X1 with d, # 0. Introducing new parameters tl, . . . , td, and 
new variables X’ i, . . . . Xj,, we define the complete “polarization” of P in X, as the 
coefficient of the product ti ..td, in the development in powers of (ti) of 
P(t~X:+“‘+tdlX~l,& ,..., x,). 
This polynomial, denoted by Pcdl), is homogeneous of degree 1 in each variables 
Xj, . . , Xj,. In other words, it is multilinear in such variables. As it is the homo- 
geneous part of P(tl Xi + ... +tdl Xjl,X2, . . ..X.) ofdegree 1 in (Xi), si6d,, it is also 
an identity. 
Conversely, P(X, ,X2,. .., X,) can be obtained by substitution of 
P(dl)(X:, . ..) Xjl,X2, . . . . X,): As PCd”(X,, . . . . X1,X2, . . . . X,) is the coefficient of 
t1 . ..td. in 
P((t,+“‘+t,,)X,,X, ,..., X,)=(tl+-‘+t,,,)d’P(X1,X2 ,..., X,), 
we have 
fvl,X2, ..., X,)=;jl;P’““(X, )...) x1,x2 )...) X,). 
1. 
This can be repeated for the other variables in order to obtain a multilinear poly- 
nomial in new variables Xi, which can give back, by substitutions by the first variables 
Xi, the polynomial P up to a scalar ((d, !)...(d,!)), so we have the following property: 
Proposition 1.1. Ix,, (Tx,n) is linearly generated by the multilinear elements it contains 
and their substitutions. 
Relations between Ix,n and Tx,~: Suppose that the trace (A, B)HT~(AB) defines 
a nondegenerate form (this is the case for matrices n x n for all neN). Then we have the 
following equivalence: 
P(X1, . . ..Xs)EIX.n 0 T(P(X1, . . ..Xs).Xs+i)ErX.n. 
Moreover, the polynomial PETE is uniquely determined when we know the 
element T(P(X,, ..,Xs).Xs+ l)~T~. 
See [2, 6, 71 for a general discussion of these items. 
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In conclusion, these steps show that the knowledge of all multilinear identities of TX 
allow us to reconstruct the others by identifications of the products by new variables 
in traces, substitutions or linear combinations. 
1.3. Remarkable identities of M,(k) 
The Cayley-Hamilton identity 
We recall here, perhaps the oldest identity known about matrices, the Cay- 
ley-Hamilton identity. 
Theorem 1.2. There exists a unique sequence 01, 02, . . . of elements of Tcx, (X) with 
respectioe degree 1,2, . . . such that,for all n, 
x”+ol(x)x”-‘+~~~+o,(x)I 
is an identity of M,(k). Moreover, the (Oi)i are defined inductively by 
I 
O,(X)=- T(X), 
@JX)=-;(T(X’)+@,(X)T(X.‘)+~..+O~_I(X)T(X)). 
Consider polynomials (G,(X)),ET,,, (X) defined by induction, with the formula 
i 
G,(X)=X-T(X)I, 
G,(X)=XG,_,(X)-;T(XG.,(X))I. 
Let O,(X) denote the coefficient of I in G,(X); we see by induction that 
G,(X)=X”+O1(X)X”-’ +...+O,(X)I, 
with 
(1) 
We are going to prove that G, is an identity of M,,(k). This is true for n = 1. Suppose 
that it is also right for n- 1 (G,_, is an identity of McBP1, .,,_,,(k)). 
Consider a matrix A of the form 
(2) 
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where AEM,_~(L), LEM, xcn_,,(k). Then, 
with 
For G,_ 1 is an identity for M, _ I (k), we have AC,, _ 1 (A) = 0. 
Now, any matrix N with a null eigenvalue is conjugate to a matrix of the form (2) 
and the elements of Tixi(X) are covariant for the conjugation of matrices (for all 
invertible matrices P of M,,(k) and for all polynomials F of TIxl (X), we have 
P-‘F(A)P=F(P-‘AP); see [7]). So, we also have NG,_,(N)=P-‘AG,_,(A)P=O. 
Let U = (ui, j) be a generic matrix and t a new variable. The development of 
in powers of t gives a polynomial: 
As G, _ 1 (I,) = (1 /n) r[G,, _ 1 (I,)] I, (using the fact that a polynomial of I,, is a diagonal 
matrix, where each coefficient is equal to l/n times its trace), this polynomial in t is of 
degree lower than n - 1. 
Substitute the matrix U with a matrix with n distinct eigenvalues in M,(k). As we 
have seen before, the previous polynomial in t is null for all these n eigenvalues but it is 
a polynomial of degree less than n - 1. So, it is zero as a polynomial in t. As the set of 
matrices with distinct eigenvalues is an open-Zariski set of M,(k) (the set of matrices 
where the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial is nonzero), the noncom- 
mutative polynomial G,(U), null on an open set, is always null on M,(k): G, is an 
identity of M,(k). 
Moreover, for any matrices B with distinct eigenvalues tl, t2, . . . , t,, calculating 
G,(B) with the formula (1) in a basis where I3 is diagonal, we find that 
t:+o,(B)ty-‘+...+O,(B)=O. 
The characteristic polynomial det(tZ, -B) of B and t” + O1 (B)t”- ’ + ... + O,(B) have 
the same roots and the same leading term. They are equal and, for the same reasons as 
before, this is true for any matrices of M,(k). The uniqueness of the Oi will be proved 
in Section 3.1. 
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We can give the first elements of the sequences (Gi): 
G1(X)=X- T(X)I, 
For more information, see Fadeev’s method in [3]. 
A central polynomial 
We want to describe a polynomial such that its value for any matrices in M,(k) is in 
the center of M,(k) but which is not an identity. This is called a central polynomial of 
M,(k). 
Let C,,? be the Cappelli polynomial of order n2 (see [l l]), which is of the form 
WXl, ...> x,2, Y,, ..) Yn2)= 1 &(0)X,(l) Y, ...Xo(nZ) Y,,. 
(Id"2 
This polynomial alternate in (Xi)i is denoted, for convenience, as C,,z(X; r). 
Let us substitute the XI by generic matrices Ul = [Ui,j] and the Yk by Vk = [u!, j], 
where uf,j, Utj are indeterminates. Let A? be a field containing k(uf,j, U:j)i,j,r,k. Then 
{LJ 1, . . . , U,,,} is a bas e of M,,(S) and for any linear transformation @ of M,(X) such 
that 
@(Ui)= 5 Cti,jUj, 
j=l 
we have 
=i$l cli,jCn2(~..,Ui-l, Ui, ui+l,...;Y/) 
= Tr(@)C(g; _V) 
For any new generic matrices W=(Wi,j), IV’=(W~,~)EM,(%“), let G(M)= WM W’ for 
all MEM,(S). Then, calculating the trace of @ in the canonical base (ei,j) of M,(x), 
we find that 
@(ei,j)=C Wt,iW;,,ek,r=Wi,iWS,jei,j+... 
k.1 
SO that Tr(@‘)=Ci,jWi,iWJ,j= T( W)T( W’). 
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So, for all new generic matrices W, W’, we have 
~ Cn2(...,Ui_l, WUiW’,U’ ,+I, . . . . V)= T(W)T(W’)C(cI; I!) 
i= 1 
(this demonstration works for any Hz-alternate polynomial in (Xi)). 
The generic matrices Ui are associated with variables Xi in X. Similarly, we 
associate Vi with Yi and W with 2, W’ with Z’ (all these variables are distinct). 
According to Section 1.2, we define a unique polynomial i,, of k (X) (because C,l is in 
k(X)) such that 
(by circular permutation of the monomials in traces). 
Let us substitute the variables by the corresponding generic matrices. Then, because 
the trace defines a nondegenerate bilinear form in M,(X), we have 
i,(U: v; W)= T(W)T(C,2(U; !!))I,. 
The values of this polynomial are always in the center M,,(k) and a simple calculation, 
taking x1 =ell, y1 =ell I - , .x2=e12, j2-e21, .x3=e13 ,... (where (ei,j) is the canonical 
basis of M,(k)), shows that Cnz does not always vanish (see [ll]). So, i, is a central 
polynomial of M,,(k) in k(X). 
We remark that if W= I,, we have nr(Cnz(u; _V))I, = &,(u; y, I,) # 0 (because 
char(k) = 0), so that 
n[ (U. V W)=T(W)i,(u; v;I,). n -3-3 
1.4. Multilineur elements of TX und permutations 
As we have already seen, the multilinear elements of rX,n allow us to describe all the 
identities of matrices. So, let P be a nonnull multilinear polynomial in TX of degree m. 
P(X 1, . . ..X.)= 1 2.. T, 
2tA 
with 3,,ek and T, = T(X,, . ..X.,)... T(XiU. . . Xi,,,). Here, a variable Xi, of P appears 
once and only once in each term T,. All these multilinear polynomials with variables 
in {X,, . . ..X.) form the set Ty. 
A usual way to write down T, is to associate it with the permutation in S,: 
0=(i, )...) ik)...(iu )...) i,) 
(also invariant under circular permutations of products between parentheses), so that 
we write it as 
Tm = T(Xi, .X,,). . . T(Xiu.. Xi_) 
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This defines the following isomorphism of k-vector spaces between k[S,] and Ty: 
52: k[S,] +T; 
1 &.a H P= 1 &.T, 
OCS, c7ES”, 
Recall the isomorphism of k-vector spaces M,,(k) - EO E, where E is the k-vector 
space k”. A matrix is sum of matrices of rank 1, u@v with U, VEE. For such elements 
u@v, u’@v’, we have (~Ov)(u’@v’)=(v,~‘)~@v’ and Tr(uOu)=(u, v) ((u, u) is the 
canonical scalar product of u and v on E). 
So, for all permutations, c~ = (i 1, . . . . ik)...(iu, . . . . i,) in S,,, 
T~(uI@uI, . . ..u.@G,) 
=T(uiIOvi,...ui~OUir)...T(uiuOvi,...ui,OUi,,) 
=(Ui~~Vi~)~~~(Ui~~vi~)~~~(Uiu+~~Uiu)~~~(Uiu~vi,n) 
= 1,V,~I(l,)...(U,,U,~1(,)). (u 
We remark that any multilinear element of TX is an identity iff it vanishes on the 
generating set of matrices of rank 1, u@v with u, VEE; so, we have the following 
equivalences: 
This means that the element Clres, &o of the algebra of the symmetric group k [S,] is 
an identity for its action on T”(E) = E 0 ... 0 E, as we will see in the sequel. 
2. The algebra of the symmetric group 
2.1. Action of k [S,] on the tensor product T”(E) 
Let k[S,] be the algebra of the symmetric group that is Oocs, k. G with the product 
induced by the group product of S,. Let E( = k”) be a k-vector space of dimension n. 
We denote T”(E)=E@k...@kE, the mth tensor product of E. Let (e,, . . ..e.) be 
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a basis of E. Then a basis of T”(E) is made with all distinct elements of the form 
ei, @ ... @ei_. Let Fi = {j; ij = i} then we write 
where F1 u ... u F, means a partition of (1, . . . , m), with perhaps empty sets, and 
eF,u...uF. means that ei appears at places in the tensor product corresponding to the 
indices in Fi. 
We now consider the action of k[S,] on T”‘(E) as follows: Let CES,,, and 
u,@...@u,~T~(,!?) (with UieE), then 
(the vector ui is at the place a(i) in the tensor product). This extends naturally to linear 
combinations. 
If m> II, some elements of k[S,] have the special property that they vanish on 
T”(E). For example, 
where E(CJ) is the signature of 0 and S,, I the subset of permutations of S, which only 
change (1, . . , n+ 1). We call them identities of k[S,] for its action on T”‘(E). They 
make a k-vector space, denoted by I,“. 
In the case where m<n, there is no identity except 0, because the permutations of 
e, @ ... @e, are distinct elements of a base of T”‘(E). Up to now, we work implicitly 
with m > n. 
We can remark that for permutations CC, BE&,, c&+~/I? is still an identity (factors in 
1 
cn+ 1 are just permuted). 
Let Zm -n+1- -C+S, k LY<,+ 1 /I be the left and right ideals generated by 5, + 1. We have 
K+ 1 c I,“. 
2.2. Combinatorial tools 
We give here, some tools which will help us to manipulate elements of k[S,]. 
First, we order S, with the reverse lexicographic order: We say c < 0’ (0, CT’E&) iff 
there exists IE{O, . , m - l} such that 
a(m)=a’(m), . . . . a(m--l-t l)=a’(m-I+ 1) and a(m-I)<a’(m-I). 
Let s = ICES, &,o be a nonzero element of k[S,]. The support of s # 0 is 
supp(s)={aES,; 1”,#0}. 
The leading term of s is the maximal element of supp(s) (for <). It is denoted by I(s). 
We say that sEk[S,] can be reduced by another element s’ if l(s)=I(s’) and, for 
some pEk*, we have /(s-ps’)<l(s). 
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We associate with an element CES,, the sequence of numbers (a(l), . . . , a(m)). More 
generally, a sequence of integers will be a finite set v = (vr , . . . , v,) and a subsequence of 
S, a subfamily (vii, . . . . vi,) of V. 
We define the width of an element CJES, as the maximal length of all increasing 
subsequences of (a(l), . . . , o(m)). If width(o) = n, we can find a sequence (iI, . . . , i,) with 
ir <iz< ... <i, and a(iI)<a(iZ)< ... < a(i,). 
In the following, we also consider decreasing subsequences of (a(l), . . . . a(m)) 
(o(iI)>o(i2)> ... > a(i,)), with iI < i2 < ... <i,. 
The minimal number of elements of a partition of (o(l), . . . . o(m)) in decreasing 
subsequences is related to the width of cr. This number is, of course, greater or equal to 
width(a) because two indices of an increasing subsequence cannot belong to the same 
decreasing subsequence. 
Lemma 2.1. The minimal number of elements of a partition of (1, . . . . m) in decreasing 
sequences of a&,,, is the maximal length width(o) of an increasing subsequence. 
An example: consider the sequence (7,3,5,4,1,2,6). An increasing subsequence of 
maximal length is, for instance, (3,4,6) and we can build three decreasing subsequen- 
ces with all these indices: (7,6), ($4, l), (3,2). 
For a simple proof of this lemma, see [S]. A way to compute efficiently an increasing 
sequence of maximal length is given in [4]. 
A remark can be made concerning permutations of decreasing sequences (see [S]). 
Lemma 2.2. Let g&S,,,. Let F1 =(i{, . . . . ii,), . . . . F, =(i:, . . . . i:,) be disjoint decreasing 
subsequences of (1, . . , , m) such that, for all jE{ 1, . . . . I}, 
a(i{)> ... >a(ii,). 
Let creS,\{id} be a permutation that keeps globallyJixed each (Fj) and thatJixes all 
other indices (~(1, . . . , m)\UjFj). Then o.~(>o. 
2.3. Reduction of identities 
The two previous combinatorial lemmas will be used in this section to show that the 
set of identities is in fact Zr+ 1 = x,a,pESm k .c& + 1 p and that we are able to reduce an 
element of k[S,] to a “canonical form” modulo this right and left ideal. 
Lemma 2.3. Let o belong to S,. Zf width(o) Z n + 1, then we can$nd ~1, f3~S,, such that 
o is the leading term of c& + lp. 
Let GE%,, with width(a)>n+ 1. Wecanfind a subsequence iI <...-~i,,+~ of(1, . . ..m) 
such thatj,=o(i,)<...<j,+,=a(i,+, ). Let CI,PES,,, be such that a(l)=j,,p-l(l)=i, 
and c$= c for 1 G 1 <n + 1 and we have cxvg(i,) =jyCl) for all VES,+ 1. 
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To compare clvfi with a/3 in a reverse lexicographic order, we only need to look at 
subsequences that differ between them: This can only happen on the subsequences 
(4, . ..,in+l). But (j,,...,jn+,)>(jy(l),..., jvcn+ 1j) (< is the reverse lexicographic 
order) for all permutations v in S,, 1 -{id} because jr <...<jn+r. So, cxv/3<afi=o, 
when v # id and 0 = $ is the leading term of Eves”+, s(a)aa/?. 
Remark: We could have taken, instead of 4,+ i, any element [=&,id + ... of 
k[S,+ 11, with J-id # O! 
This yields that as soon as a term 0 of an element s = Cb &a is of width greater than 
n + 1, it can be reduced by an element a<” + 1 /I of X:+ 1 : s = Aa<, + 1 b + s’, with l(s’) < l(s). 
By reducing recursively all terms (starting from the leading one) by elements 
at, + 1 /i’, while it is possible, we decompose s as the sum of an element of Ey+ 1 and an 
element of xwidth(a) s n k c: k C&J = ei’+ I + xwidth(a) s n ko. 
Lemma 2.4. Let s # 0 be an identity EI~, then the width n, of its leading term is greater 
than n+ 1. 
If not, then s=loao+... with & #O and co the leading term of s of width lower 
than n+ 1. Using Lemma 2.1, we can find a partition of (1, . . . . m) in n, subsequences 
(with no d n) 
F1=(it, . . . . i:, ), . , F,, = (i;“, . . , ii:,), 
such that ii < ... <i’,, and ao(i()>...>oo(iij) for l<j<no. 
Let e,, . . . . en0 be independent vectors of E(no <n). Consider 
e = eF,ur,u.- U~,Oe TV) _ 
(in places corresponding to indices in Fj, we take ej). We have 
a0(e) = ego(f,) u~o(Fz)u...udF.,) 
If s(e)=O, then (as the {ei,@ ... Bei_} define a base of T”(E)) we can find 
a#aO~supp(s), such that +)=a(~). Then taking a=00 ‘0 (#id), we must have 
a(F,)=F,, . ..) E(F,,~)=F”~ and according to the remark (following Lemma 2.1) on 
permutations of decreasing subsequences, 0 = g,,c( > oo, which contradicts the fact 
that co is the leading term of s. 
Theorem 2.5. Let s belong to k[S,]. The following properties are equivalent: 
l s is an identity of T”‘(E). 
l s belongs to the space er+ 1 “generated” by 5, + 1. 
l The remainder of s in a complete reduction by elements at,,+ 1 b (CI, /?ES,) is zero. 
In other words, 1: = 2:+ 1 and k [S,] = 1: @ ~,width(o) s n ko. 
Proof. An identity SEI~ can be decomposed as s= s’ + r, with s’EZ~+ 1 and r the 
remainder of s in its reduction by elements of E;+ 1. The leading term of r is of width 
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lower than n + 1 according to Lemma 2.2, and Lemma 2.3 implies that r = s - s’~lr is 
null; so, 
I;=‘=m -II+1 and I::nC,idrh(o)Qnk~=(O). 
Using another representation of permutations as Young diagrams (see [4]), one can 
“estimate” the dimension of k [&l/Z,” or, equivalently, the number of permutations of 
width <n: it is the sum for all diagrams of S, with less than n columns of the “hooks 
lengths”. 
3. Cayley-Hamilton identity, the keystone 
Let 
FAXI, . . ..Xn+r)= 2 E(b)T,. 
=s.+, 
The polynomial F, defines a unique polynomial G,, such that 
F”(XI,...,X n+l)=T(G,(X1,...,X,).X,+1). 
This polynomial is closely linked with the Cayley-Hamilton identity. 
Theorem 3.1 (Procesi-Razmyslov). The ideal of identities l-~ (Ix,,) is the ideal ofTx 
(TX(X)) stable by substitutions (and trace) generated by F,(G,). 
This so-called Procesi-Razmyslov theorem is proved in the first case using Youngs 
diagrams [9] and in the latter with the “mysterious” Capelli identity [7, 93. Here, we 
want to give an effective version of this theorem based on the reduction in k[S,], 
defined in Section 2. 
Theorem 3.2. Let P(XI, . . . . X,) belong to r X-n (respectively Ix,~). We can construct 
monomials Mf, Ni (respectively and A’, Bj, M;j, N;‘) in X1, . . . . X, and scalars 2i 
(respectively pi)Ek* such that 
PGf 1,...,X,)=C~“iF,(MZ, . . ..Mt+.)T(N’,)T(N:)... 
(respectively P(X1, . . . ,X,) =xn,Nb.F,(M’, , . . . . ML+ 1) T(N’;) T(Ni)... 
+C~jA’.G,(M;j, ...) M;).BjT(N;‘)T(N;j)...). 
3.1. The identities F, and G, 
The polynomial F, which corresponds to the element c,+ 1 of k[S,], throughout 
the isomorphism D (Section 1.4) is an identity according to the discussion in Sections 
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1 and 2. In fact, it is the multilinear identity of lowest degree (n+ 1) in TX; so, 
G,(X 1, . . , X,) is the only multilinear identity of degree n (up to a scalar) in XI, . . . , X,. 
Then, any multilinear identity in X 1, . . . . X, is a multiple of G,, which proves the 
uniqueness (up to a scalar). Considering one of its monomials (for instance, 
x1x2... X,), we easily check that the polarization of the identity, defined in Section 
1.3, and G, are equal. 
3.2. The substitutions qf F, 
We want to show that all polynomials xgES”+, E(o)T,,~ that are built from F,, are 
identities of M,,(k). 
Proposition 3.3. For all permutations x,/I in S,, we canjind monomials Mi, Nj, such that 
Proof. Let cc,fl~S,,,. For convenience, we define 
il =/?-l(l), . . . . in+l =fl(n+l), 
j, =a(l), . ..) jn+r =r(n+ 1X 
so that, for all r~ in S,+ 1, for all I in { 1, , n + l}, we have a~fi(ir)=j~~~,. If k belongs to 
il, . ..) m) - {il , . . . . i,,+l}, then aup(k)=cca(k)=v(k). 
Consider a cycle a = (a,, , up) of \I= QI. Two possibilities exist. 
(1) Either, it does not contain an element of (j,, , j,, 1 }; then it is also a cycle of 
ctafi because its indices are not changed by 0. Let N1 =X,, . . . Xap. The term T(N,) is 
a factor of all T,,,(~ES,+~). 
(2) Or, a=(al , . . . , ap) is of the form 
(jl,,a:‘,...,a::I,j,,.a:‘,...,a~z,...,j,,,a:d,...,a~d), 
with Is~{ 1 ,..., n+li, and a,P~(l,..., m}-{j, ,..., jn+lS. Let at=(lI ,..., II)~S,,+r and 
Ml9 = Xj,, X,,:. X+ for 1 dqdd, SO that we have T(X,, . . . X+)= T(MII . . . Mid). 
We define o0 as the ‘product of a$ for all cycles a of the form (2): o0 = (II, . . . , Id). . 
Considering all cycles of v = afi, we have 
T,,=T,,(M,,...,M,+,)T(N,)T(N,)..., 
where the monomials Mi (Nj) are defined as in (2) ((1)). 
For all 0 in S,,+r, 1 </<n+l, roP(il)=j,,,, and w/?(k)=@(k) if 
ke{l,..., m}-{i, ,..., inC1), 
M 
xap= -ffL, (PAP, 
a(l2) 
( jli, a?, , a$,l, jou2), ayCf2), . , apl(f2), . ..). . . 
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c 44Tm+= 1 E((T)(T,,,(M~,...,M,+~))T(N~)T(N~)... 
=S,+, a,&+ I 
= fF,(M1,...,M,+1)T(N1)T(N2)... 
This proves Proposition 3.3. 0 
3.3. A generator of the identities 
According to Section 2, the reduction of a multilinear element COES, &a of Tx,,, 
gives us one of its decompositions in Ey+ 1 as 
C ~~O=C~(i 1 &((T)UiOgi . 
O&, t ( OES.+, 1 
According to the last section, we can construct monomials Mj,Nj such that 
C ;l,a=C~iF,(M',,...,M~+,)T(N';)T(N';)... 
U&5,” I 
An element P of Tx,n is a linear combination of substitutions of multilinear elements 
(substitutions of the new variables by the first one in the complete polarization of P). 
So, P has also a decomposition of the form 
where the monomials also denoted M$, Nj, are known explicitly from those defined in 
the previous case. 
Let P(X,, . . ..X.) belong to 1X.n. As we have just seen, 
T(P(X,, ..,rXm).Xm+r )ET~.~ can be decomposed as 
As the trace is invariant under circular permutations of products, the polynomial P is 
uniquely determined as 
+ CCLjgjG,(M;j, ...) M~j)A'.T(N;')T(N;j)..., 
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where all monomials Mf, Nf, A’, Bj, M;j, N;j can be constructed explicitly. This com- 
pletes the demonstration of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
4. The formal algebra of matrices 
The purpose of this section is to describe more explicitly the formal algebra of 
matrices or, equivalently, the quotient of TX(X) by Ix,n. We recall the notation 
Tu(U) (T,), which is the image in M,(k[uf,j]) (k[uf,j]) of the substitution ‘ix (yT) 
defined in Section 2.1. We have T,(U) - T~(X)/IX,~ (T, - T,/Tx,,). 
4.1. The integral domain T,(U) 
Theorem 4.1. The ideal Ix,,, is “prime”: the product of two elements of TX(X) is an 
identity ijff one of them is an identity. 
Proof. Let x= k(uf_j) be the fraction field of k[uf,j]. To show this theorem it is 
enough to prove that every element of TX(X), which is not an identity, is altered by 
substitution in T,(U) into an invertible element of M,(x) (if PQ=O and if 
JYUI,UZ, . ..) is invertible, then Q( U1 , U 2 ,..., )=O, which means that Q=O). 
We use the following property of an element P(Xr , . . . . X,)ETX(X): for any 
invertible matrix G of Cl,,(%) and for generic matrices U 1, . , U,, 
P(GUIG-‘,..., GU,G-‘)=GP(U1, . . . . U,)G-‘. 
To be more precise, P(U 1,. .., U,) is a covariant under the action of Cl,(K) by 
conjugation and the invariants for this action (P(GUIG-‘, . . ..GU.G-‘)= 
P(U 1, . . . , U,)) are the elements of Tu (see [7]). 
Let P(X1, . ., X,) be an element of TX(X). Assume that P(U 1,. . . , U,) is not an 
invertible matrix: there exists a nonzero vector u in jT”, such that P( U r, . . . , U,). u = 0. 
An action of G1,( ,X) on x itself is given by the substitution of each variable uf,j by 
the corresponding variable (GU,G-‘)i,j(G~Gl,(~)) of the conjugated matrix. For 
this action, the orbit of a nonzero element cannot contain 0. 
Coming back to u, we can find an element G of G/,,(Z) such that u = G- ’ e, , where 
e, is the first vector of the canonical basis of x”. We have 
P(U 1, ..., U,)G-‘el =O. 
Equivalently, 
GP(U1, . . . . U,)G-‘e, =O. 
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Using the covariance of P, 
P(GUiG-‘,..., GU,G-‘)el=(pi,j(GUIG-‘,...,GU,G-’))lQi,iQnel=O, 
where pi.j(Ui, . . . . U,) is the polynomial entry of indices (i, j) of the matrix 
P(U ,,...,U,).Thismeans,forinstance,thatp,,,(GU,G-’,...,GU,G-’)=O.Butthis 
polynomial, which is in the orbit of pl, 1( U1, . . . , U,), under the action of G/,(X) can 
be null only if pi, i = 0. What we have done with pl, 1 can be repeated for all coefficients 
pi,j of the matrix P(U1, . . . , U,,,)=(pi,j)i 6 i,j~n. If P(U1, . . . , U,) is not invertible, it 
must be zero, which ends the proof. 0 
In particular, we have shown that k(U) is an integral domain. This result, for the 
special case of k(U), was proved in [l], using a division ring of twisted power series 
(see also [6]). For a general point of view on these problems see [4, lo], where 
relations between elements of k(U) and Young tableaux are used. 
Let F”, be the field of fractions of Tu c k[uf, i]. 
Theorem 4.2. The algebra F”,(U) generated by generic matrices with coeficients in 
F”, is a skew-field. 
Proof. Let Q be a nonzero element of F”,(U): it can be written as Q =(l/D)P, with 
D in Tu and P in T,(U). As asserted in the last theorem, P, which is not zero, also has 
a nonnull determinant (EX)). This determinant is in fact in T,(U), for it is the 
polynomial O,(P) (defined in Section 1.3) with P in Tu (U). Using Cayley-Hamilton 
identity 
we see that the inverse of Q is 
-&(P”l+o,(P)+~..+@.-,(P)I.). 
n 
So, we have the following property: 
VUET,(U), det(u)=O 0 u=o 
4.2. The fractions ring of k(U) 
We now link the skew field F”,(U) with the fraction ring of k(U). 
Theorem 4.3. Let 57 be the center of k(U) except 0 (all nonnull elements of k(U) 
which commute with all the other). Then 
k(U).?E--‘=F”,(U). 
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The following space k(U). .2 - ’ is the ring generated by terms of the form 
a.b-’ = b- ’ .a, with a in k(U) and b #O in the center of k(U). We have shown 
that all nonnull elements of k(U) c F”,( U) have an inverse in F”,(U), so 
k(U). 2?Y - ’ is a subalgebra of F”,(U). We want to show that, in fact, equality holds. 
To prove it, we will use the central polynomial defined in Section 1.3. We have found 
that for any families of formal matrices g=(U,, . . . . U,,), r/=(V,, . . . . V,I) and W, 
where [, is the central polynomial of M,(k) defined in Section 1.3. 
The trace of a formal matrix is then a quotient of two central polynomials: 
T(W)=n[,(~, y, W)/[,(CJ,, y,II,)~9.9-‘. We can now substitute W by any 
monomials in new generic matrices (M = WY.. Wt) and we still express its trace 
T(M) as a quotient of two nonnull elements of the center of M,,(x). This is 
also true for all nonnull polynomial (fractions) in traces ETA (EFZ). So, an element 
of F”,(U) which is in the noncommutative algebra generated by { Ur, UZ, . ..} with 
coefficients in F”, can be written as a quotient of an element of k(U) by an 
element of .5?: k(U).B-‘=F”,(U). 
5. An algorithm 
We have now all the tools to describe a method of reduction in Tx(X)/I,,. The 
field k is a field of characteristic 0, where we are able to compute (for instance, the 
rational field Q). Let us fix the dimension n of the space of matrices. 
Input: A polynomial P(Xr, . . ..X.) of TX(X). 
Output: Another polynomial P’(X, , . , . , X,) which is a “reduced” form of P: P-P’ is 
an identity of M,(k) and P’ =0 iff P is an identity. 
(1) Homogeneous decomposition. Select all homogeneous components of P of 
degree 3 n + 1: These are coefficients of the different powers of (ti)l s iQp in 
P(r1X,,...,r,X,). 
(2) Polarization. Polarize every homogeneous component (that we still denote by 
P(X1, , X,)). This is obtained by successively taking the coefficients of t! ...tfi 
in p(dl)...(d,ml) ( . ..) t!x;...$xg~, . . . ). When polarization is completed, rename 
the variables X:,X$,..., X:, that really appear above as Yr, Y2, . . . . Y,. Put 
in a corner, the real names of these variables: Y1 =X:, Y, =X:, . . . 
(3) Reduction. The polarized polynomial is still called P( Y,, . . . . Y,). Let 
Q(Y,,...,Y,, Y,+,)=T(P(Y,,...,Y,)Y,+, ). We have to reduce Q by all sub- 
stitutions of F,( Y, , . . , Y,, + r ). The polynomial Q is a sum of terms i. T,, with 
CES, and l.~k\{O}. Such a term can be reduced if width(a)>n+ 1. Until there is 
no more monomial of this kind, do the following things: 
l Take a monomial 3.. T,, such that width(a) 3 n + 1. We can find an increasing 
subsequence (il,...,in+l) of (l,...,m), such that j,=a(i,)<...< 
jn+1=4&+1). 
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Let cr,/3 be the permutations such that B-‘(l)=ir, . . ..P-‘(n+l)=i.+, and 
cr(l)=j,, . ..) a@+ l)=j.+, and @=a 
We have to subtract from P the elements of Tx: IZ(C,,E~m+, E(V) T,,,). 
l Decompose a/3 in a product of cycles. 
l For each cycle where somej, appears and which is of the form 
(jl,P? ,..., &,,jl,,&, . . . . a?2 ,..., jld’& ,...> a&), 
with u,P~{l,..., m}\{j, ,..., jnfl}, define M,,=Xj,,Xu;...Xokf:, Mll= 
Xjlz X0:. Xakl2, . . . When all indices (j,), Q I Q ,,+ 1 have been treated, we 
have 
li 
M,=Xj,X,:...X,:,,...,M,+,=Xj,+,X,:+l...X,.+l. 
li.+ I
l For the remaining cycles, where no indices j,, . . ., jn+ 1 appear, take the 
product of the corresponding element in Tx. We denote it by Tp. 
l Go on with Q-IF,(M1, . . . . M,+l). Tp instead of Q. 
(4) When this is finished, we have a polynomial Q’ in Tx. Take the unique element 
of TX(X) such that Q’( Y1, . . . . Y,,,, Ym+r)= T(P’( Y1, . . . . Y,) Y,,,). 
(5) Substitute all variables Yi by the initial variables Xi and all variables 
Xi introduced in polarization by the corresponding variables Xj. This gives us 
the request polynomial P’(X1,. . . , X&TX(X). 
The step 3 gives a faithful correspondence (using the isomorphism 52) between 
reduction in k [S,] by elements c& + 1 p and reduction in T;+ ’ by the substitutions of 
F,. As asserted in Section 2, this loop stops with a polynomial whose terms T,,, are 
such that width(o’) < n. 
As we are in characteristic 0, it is not a problem to transform a polynomial in 
a multilinear one and to do the converse. This allows us to use reduction in the 
multilinear case but we can expect a direct reduction working with sequences of 
nondistinct numbers instead of permutations. 
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